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Since the first systematic social study on disaster, the "Hal2fax-Explo- 
siou" by Prince (1920) and the study by Carr (1932) on a general disaster- 
stage-model, the sociological research ox disasters has mushroomed not only 
lhearly but: exponenrially (Quarantelli,1378: 2). To a certain extent, this 
growth might have been induced by the auto-dynamics of academia (see Hreps, 
1979; Quarantelli, 1379), but in the Fiaizl it reflects the fact that the tra- 
ditional modes of explaining and coping with disasters had become meaningless 
and insufficient. "Hodern*' societies, characterized by perpetual social change 
and cultural development, were facing the need for new modes of explanation 
and better ways of coping with disasters. The reasons for this need are de- 
scribed by 3. A. Turner: 

First, the increasing size of the world's population, and the 
tendency of this growing population to concentrate itself in 
major centres increases the likelihood that any natural event 
such as a hurricane, a flood os an earthquake will adversely 
affect a large number of people. 
energy which mea control and which possess the potential for 
the creation of mawmade disasters, axe coming under the author 
ity of centralized bodies and organizations, and are thus in- 
creasingly vulnerable to misuse if major errors are made at the 
centre. Thirdly, the kinds of energy which man now makes use 
of are inherently much more destructive than thme which he 
has traditionally concrolled. 
the twentieth century to intervene more frequently and on a 
larger scale in the processes of the environment which supports 
him, so that the possibility that he may upset some balance of 
the natural forces to provoke a disaster becones a very real 
one. (Turner, 1978: I), 

Secondly, the sources of 

Finally, man has begun during 

So taking all of these factore together, it seems obvious there is a need to 
reconsider the phenomena of ''disaster'' so as to gain a greater and broader 
knowledge of the circumstances which precede and surround disasters. 

In tracing the history of social change and development, and of these 
circumstances in the 20th century, however, one confronts a sudden and violent 
barricade: 
standfnr: of what disasters are, what their history is, and what their causes 
and their conditions might be. 
(Gfilliams, 1954: 51 initiated a very special mode of disaster research which 
has affected the subject up until the present time. 
about hov the U.S. might, or should function if a war - especially a thermo- 
nuclear one - would be brought directly into the country, research became 
focused on the every-day sense of the term "disaster" as a rapidly strlk.ine 
agent, which interrupts or even destroys the "normalityr' of human institutions 
(see Dynes, 1975, 3.976; Westgate and O'Keefe, 1978). Such a perspective Is 
understandable, given a realistic concern about bonbing and atomic weaponry 
(Janis, 19Sl>, but it is no sociological approach to "disaster". 
an "ad-hoc" and pramtic starting-point to answer specific questions in an 
hour oE national danger. 
ically and with self-criticism: 
toxin on Japan, what would our focus of study be now?'' (1954: 

the threats of World War 11 blocked a truly sociological under- 

This war, starting the "age of the mega-deaths'' 

In the face of uncertainty 

It is rather 

J. 8. Powell realized that problem when he said iron- 
"If we had dropped nerve 2,as or a violent 
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To speak more generally, we have to became aware that there is no concept 
of what disasters are in sociological terns. 
dozens of different definitions. 
out, they merely rationalize the spec.3.fic interests of those v5e are defining 
what a $Isaster should be in terns of their actions and naeds (1978: 57-60) 
Even todzy, nearly every definition of "disaster" assumes disaster as an "en- 
tity in ieseif", i.e., as an "event", an "agent"', or a "force", which produces 
special effects on people, groups, or communities so that no alternative is 
given than to respond to such an "event". 
(or even someone - see Sofue, 1972) from the "outside", strZking into men's 
beloved %omality". The outcome of such an approach is a remarkable distinc- 
tion between the nmlerous theoretical work and research emphasizing the social 
frictions after .a so called "event" (see the critique by Quarantelli, 1931) 
and the lack of marking what the term "event" means sociologically. 
mic words, this disti:.ction marks the !'blind sp~t" of the main-stream sociology 
of disaster, which uses these terms only as "code-vords" to start their analy- 
sis of all the response activities coming after the event. Consequently, these 
approaches are perpetazting ;I perception of "disaster" alike the ancient inagin- 
ations of catastrophies as evil spirits and demonic animals (Sofue, 1972). 
Such a type of approach, I hope, should alarm every socio2ogist. What happens 
to our scientific traditions, our tradition of eulightment, when we fall be- 
hind such "animistic", or pseudo-natural, or even supra-natural assunptions? 
Are we really s%riken by an earthquake, for example, or did we simply fail to 
deal with the fact that living in earthquake threatened areas should be differ- 
ent from living in a "safe" area? Again: 
law'' when our steam engine explodes, or did we only misuse that natural law? 

Of course, there are several 
But, as Westgate and O'Keefe have pointed 

-. 

In effect, "disaster" is something 

In pole- 

Are we really striken by a "natural 

Such questions are not new; even fifty-five years ago, Carr stated: 

Not every wjndstorm, earth-tremor, or rush of water is a 
catastrophe. A catastrophe is known by its works; that is 
to say, by occurrence of'disaster; 
out the storm, so long as the city resists the earth-shocks, 
so long as the levees hold, there is no disaster. It is 
the collapse of the cultural protections that con- 
stitutes the disaster proper. (1932: 211, emphasis 
added). 

So long as the ship rides 

So, my point is only this: 
Ones. Of oourse, in s m e  cases this idea is suggested or implicit (see Mileti 
et al, 1975). 
digm like stress theory, behaviorism, conflict-theory, role theory, etc. In 
xy paint of view, this might be the most importent reason of the insufficiency 
of t h  sociology of d-isaster to develop better eqhnations and modes of copim: 
with "disasters'!. 

Our basic concepts of disaster are unsociological 

Yet is overshadowed by an immense amount of sociological para- 

This insufficiency, I think, can be supported by analyzinl: the post-war 
demands on disaster research and the resulting solutions. 
tary as well as the politicians wanted to know how much destruction an American 
community could take and still survive (see Fogleman, 1955: 1). In military 
terms: how long will a society support their forces; and in political terms: 
haw long will a society bear all the burden 
Later, during the era of the Cold t?ar, the internal rivalry between the mili- 
tary and the Civil Defense Administration chansed the perspectives of the 

At first, the mili- 

before revoltine or sabotaging? 
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demands on disaster research. Problem of organizational stress, civil dis- 
aster relief and collective behavior came into the focus. 
whole history of the sociology of disaster is not yet written, but to point 
it out ironically again, iiany facts will prove that the posr-war sociology of 
disaster was (and still is) sailing under the vrong flag. 
Clark 1962): flany of the existing theoretical concepts and paradigm were only 
transferred to "somethinp called disaster'' without clearins up what "disaster" 
substantially means in terms of the theory used. 
seem to be only a mutation to the different problems generated by "disasters," 
unable to explain why this host being nutated lives. 

To be generous, the 

(see Cisin and 

Therefore, n a y  theories 

To ny eyes, the curiosity of the sociology of disaster was and still is in 
some parts that the practice of disaster relief answered its questions earlier 
than did research programs waiting for long-turn validity. 
their internal reports that there is no mass panic, no real irrationality, no 
real disorganization, no severe riotine, no remarkable looting, and so on, 
military, political and administrative authorities did not need much further 
research on these problems. 
dramatically once again, with chemical, nuclear, and environmental hazards 
coming to tbe surface, many academic disaster researchers were still occupied 
with the sane problerns they had been examinin8 since the war, or, else they 
were tryins to consolidate their methodology. The few who had begun to focus 
on these new hazards (Turner 1978, Tierney 1980, Quarantelli 1981, Perrow 1981) 
were faced with a number of theoretical problems because of the inadequate 
concepts of "naturaltt and "man-made" disasters. It is a curiosity once more, 
that most of the new approaches did not start from an original sociological 
perspective, but from the consequences of sone technolo~ical inventions to 
prevent 'Pman-Xade" disasters. It is an original technological perspective to 
define "disasters" as "lack of knowledge at some point ," i. e. disasters "map 
arise because nen have insufficient knowledge of those natural forces which 
they try to harness, so that energy is relezsed at the wrong time, at: the 
vronp rate or in the wrong place." (Turner 197G:3). Technologically, these 
problems can be managed by early warning systems, monitoring systems, remote 
sensing systems, satellite based surveillance systems, etc. 

So, $cowing fron 

Two decades later, when the reality changed 

Finally, this technological approach animates the illusion that, in the 
lone run, technical failures are reducable approximately Eo zero ff all these 
prevention neasurements are in use. 
lutions more exactly,it becomes obvious that they are starting at the occur- 
rence of failures in the saae v7ay that the traditional sociology of disaster 
started at the occurrence of "disaster." 
"solutions" represent once more the ideology of progress and control. In my 
view, the critical need now is for a theory of disaster which allows us to 
explain the background of this ideology of technical control, to explain the 
social meanings and social causes of disaster, the circumstances disasters 
arise in, and to explain the conditions of failures and insufficiency. Only 
when we can achieve that will we be able to turn the "public consciousness'' to 
the kno~~ledge that every disaster is man-meade and that we ourselves uust bear 
the responsibility for prevention and for any failure at prevention. 

But analyzing these technological so- 

Therefore, these technological 

4 
11. 

The attempt to establish a theory of disaster is not an expression of 
longing for a "Uisasterology ," this "nessianic hope for an Eirtateinian type 04 
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general. field Bheory, to integrate major propositions and tested miniature 
theories from all the various human sciences" (Janis 1954:14,f6). 
is rather to expand the concept of disaster so as to include those social 
processes and configurations which are actually contained with the tern. 
rediscovery of disaster as social action (DoDbrowsky 19811, I am sure, vi11 
lead us to a very new perspective of what disasters "really'? are. 

The intent 

The 

To initiate this process of rediscovering, consider again the work by 
The statement cited earlier connotes- at first glance, nothing more Carr. 

than a somewhat crude "anthropocentrisrn.'; As long as men survive with health 
and property intact, there is no disaster. But Carr turned to an interesting 
"socialism" when he emphasized that it is only the collapse of the cultural 
protections which constitutes the disaster. There is a circular implication 
in this. hs long as men can stand the hazards, no disaster will occur. And 
there will occur less disasters the better the cultural protections are that 
nen create during their vithstanding of disasters. 
tation overstresses Carr's statenent, but nevertheless it does direct our 
attention to the breakdown of cultural protections. Thus, disasters can be 
seen as important steys toward learning about the inadequacies of our cultural 
protections and towsrd asking the proper questions to improve such parts. 
this way, disasters may be called the "necessary errors" fn our cultural 
process of trial and error, or, to use the argument of PFillicpns (19581, 
disasters are sizply oae of the prices society m s t  pay €or the gains it reap 
€ran social and technological progress. E. Hoffer moreover, demonstrated 
that some veritable catastrophes can be adjudged in leter years as positive 
contributions to the society's advance (€!offer 1951). 
argunentation cynical, but this is not the question 0f.q context, 
tion is of the social content of disaster. In this context it is that 
cynicism precisely which will. enable usp in retracing the history of disaster 
research, to pass through the barricade referred to earlierg which was created 
by war- and post-wartime needs. 

Perhaps this interpre- 

In 

One might call this 
1437 ques- 

As I have hypothesized in the beginning, ''modernr' societies needed better 
explanations of disaster, because the "traditional" modes of explaining and 
coping with disasters had lost their explanatory power. This privation was 
caused by the process of modernization, which began during the Italian 
Renaissance or, more generally, duriny: the period of transformation, pre- 
industrial to industrial societies. 
focus turns to the variables of philosophical knowledge and technology. 
excelle2t discussion of technology, Sjoberg points out that in pre-industrial 
civilizations ; 

On analyzing this transformation, our 
In an 

Uost disasters,..are typically attributed to the actions of 
a deity (or deities) or the caprices of malevolent spirits. 
Undeniable, some naturalists interpretations of disaster are 
inter-dxed with the spiritual: yet, fanine, eaidenics, earth- 
quakes, even nilitary defeat, are interpreted primrily as 
punishments of God or the whims of hostile genii. (1962:363). 

Today we may laugh about such a type of causal explanation, but t7e stop 
Laughing vhen we face the fact, that the process of transition from pre- 
industrial to industrial societies has produced not only the dileama of 
splitting the unity of explanation and causality (God does., because He wills), 
but also of dividing causality into the known corpus of natural laws and the 
remaining unknown universe. The orrgoing process of making the unknotrn known 
is described as "prosress" and, in the long run, as "evolution." But those 
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who like to use both terns should consider the implications. 
the process of sodenization since its beginnings, and speakin? exclusively 
in terns of philosophical knowledee, it appears that nothing else changed 
except the way the universe and the world were explained. The modernists 
explained both by natural laws: the traditionalists explained the same by 
the existence of a deity. 
the establishment of the Inquisition. It was the consequences of the 
modernist explanation that challenged the prevailing order. 
of the modernist cxplsnation was, simply put, the idea that these natural laws 
could work for huma2 actions and interests. To the traditionalists this 
callled for a declaration of holy war, because the intent to take active re- 
sponsibility for human actions and interests instead of passively fulfilling 
God's .will was open heresy. 
rationalization, overthrew God from the throne of creationism and inaugurated 
human being as "demiurge , *' 

In analyzing 

This difference alone, however, did not require 

The consequence 

In a sense, the process of modernization, or 

In this inauguration, unfortunately, modern man did not realize how 
incomplete the transition ~7as. 
an intellectual and philosophical fight against religious dogma and scholastic 
tradition. 
between two different systems. Economically and technologically, as Sjoberg 
argued (1962~359-53), the modernization was successful because it increased 
productivity. 
"scientific"' knowledge, and developed trade and transportation betveen urban 
and rural areas, started the interchange of ideas and knowledge, and 
established early narket systems for a better supply of goods and services. 
Furthermore, the shift to more sophisticated energy sources for powering 
tools and machines initiated the industrial revolution and increased all 
these advantages exponentially. Thus, it was the practical benefits of 
modernization that constituted the real challenge, not the philosophical 
arpunents. From Giordano 
Bruno through Abbelard to Erasnus of Xotterdm there is an important tradition 
of theoretical stabilization of the nodern ideology. 
tween technological and philosophical I want to emphasize that the 
philosophical glanour of the Enlightenment vas uade possible mainly by tech- 
noloqical and econonical success. 
ization was essentially a matter of technoloeg and econony supporting 
philosophy. The riodernists, of course, used philosophy as a weapon, for the 
ideological stability it provided (see IIazard 1935), but nevertheless, such 
arouments were only a type of rationalization. 
transition fron feudal to modern societies lay in practical acconplishnents. 
In doing things better, the modernists denonstrated their real superiority. 
The modernists defined themselves by their technological and economical 
success, each siiccess verifying the "truthq' of their explanation, their 
Tkltanschauung. The real problem of modernization, however was how to 
explain failures. 

On the surface the enanaipation seemed to be 

But in fact, it was an economical and a technological fight 

Capitalists combined division of labor with experimental 

This does not diminish the value of such arguments. 

In distinguishing be- 

In other words: The process of modern- 

The whole secret of the 

As stated earlier, the real reason for the war between modernists and 
traditionalists, was the attempted emancipation from God's will. 
successes of the new l?eltanschauung denonstrated that: it was possible to let 
the forces of nature work €or humankind. So the credibility of this Veltan- 
schauunr: (i. e. the result 05 the process of modernization) depended upon the 

The 
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successful use of the laws of nature. The problem was (and still is) exactly 
this. Every failure undermines the credibility of modernizaticn and is a re- 
minder of the unsolved problem of dividing and splitting causality from ex- 
planation. Either 
they have to declare the natural laws are V E C ~ R ~  (which vzould spell the end of 
uodernization), or they have to declare the natural laws are right, albeit 
poorly used. 
responsibility for all the damages, losses and €ollovring effects. 
tion, each failure will demonstrate the philosophical poverty of the new Iflel- 
tanschauung, because the transition in explanations does not include a better 
substitution for the former dietal causality; the enlightened modernists can 
only explafn the "how" of the natural laws, but not the "whyr'. No longer can 
victims of failure take consolation by attributing it to God's will. The 
victim of an explosion, for example, does cot: want an explanation about ther- 
mo-chemical effects, but a causal explanation €or his suffering: 'Why did it 
hit me and why must it explode just now, vhen I stayed here?" 

So any failure forces the modernists to go back to war. 

Following from this, the modernists must accept guilt and assume 
In addi- 

Now, being enlightened modernists, we musts take Carr's idea to its logi- 
cal conclusion: "me deaths, injuries and other losses that follow this col- 
lapse arc integral parts of the calamity, but..." they are essentially conse- 
quences of the collapse of the cultural protections, not of the disaster. 
(1932: 211) In the €inal, and most sobering analysis, this iuplies that man 
producer; every disaster by himself, or, more generally, humanity self creates 
its successes and its failures. This idea nay seem, as yet, too blasphemous, 
especially as long as this process of transition is still going on (the gene- 
tic engineering is far away from creating synthetic life, but this Pandora's 
box is already opened). That is why we can recognize in all debates between 
traditionalists and modernists an intermixture of supra-natural and natural 
explanations (see Farmer 1981). 
every century triec! to install "semi-deities" like "reason", "spirit", "for- 
tune", etc., because it seemed to be impossible to overcome the practical con- 
sequences of bringing modernization to a philosophical conclusion. 
t7e must change our beloved ideas of "accident" and "disaster" (des astro = the 
evil star!) and stop our secret couplicity with those who are not interested 
in improving cultural protections. 

It is also the reason, why modernists of 

To do that, 

Given the foregoing argumentation, the next consideration to face is the 
existence of a cultural lag between the technological and the philosophical 
transition from pre-industrial to industrial societies. This cultural lag 
determines our knowledge about the conditions and causes of failures. For this 
reason, it is easier to believe in an intermixed natural and supra-natural 
accident and disaster concept than to reject such a concept as semi-deital. 
3ut perpetuating the tradition of such semi-knowledge gives rise to the pro- 
blcm of ideology and power. The expressiorr "an earthquake destroyed 14anila" 
suggests an explanarion and a cause in one. The victims know not only '%ot~" 
their city was destroyed but also "why"--because of an earthquake. 
semi-knowledge dominates thinking, this sort of "why" will be acceptable, be- 
cause the philosophical consequences of man's accepting full responsibility 
for his own actions are not known. That is the reason most victims of disas- 
ters are satisfied in knowing only the disaster agent. 
exists no deniurgian concept, only a number of religious ideas. Even today 

... 

As long as 
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these semi-deital causalities are still in use (Dynes and Yutzy 1965). 
very convenient to uphold the ideology of "disaster" and "accident", because 
it forestalls any request for better cultural protections. 

It is 

In terns of modernist arguments, however, disasters and accidents are no 
From the mod- 

To prevent those 

longer events striking into social normality from outer space. 
ernist potnt of view, disasters and accidents result exclusively from a lack 
of knowledge and a subsequent lack of cultural pzotections. 
events requires more adequate measures for the Tncrease of knorrledge and the 
improvement of cultural protections. Stressing the earthquake example once 
more, we have to consider that it is not that an earthquake devastates an 
area, but that the available knowledge and existing cultural protections of 
the area were not sufficiently developed to withstand it. In other words: 
If our cultural protections fail, we are forced to realize that our intended 
ways of producing our own life were striken by contra-intended (or contra- 
intuitive, or side-) effects. That means we did not control the whole set of 
conditions and circunstances which reproduce our life. 
the uncontrolled effects will strike into the set of controlled effects. For 
example, we pollute our water resources in a relatively small amount every 
day. 3ut in the long run, the pollution will occur as "disaster" if a power- 
ful toxin is added. In terms of modernist philosophy, we can define "disas- 
ter" more exactly: Disaster means the manifestation of contra-productive ef- 
fects at a certain point. Disasters are the result of those human activities 
hunankind does not fully control. 
of learning and evolution. 

At a certain point, 

Defined in this wag, disasters are steps 

But learning is more than a simple process of trial and error. 
more than the transformation of failures into experience and knowledge. 
it is much more than caking action and waiting to see what happens. 
plex industrial societies, learning increasingly becomes a very abstract pro- 
cess of comparing intended aims with the possible variety of risks which will 
counterstrike then. Therefore, the most important problem is that in many 
cases the risks are unknom, and can even be produced during the realization 
of one's aims. The aim aas to protect 
plants from plagues. Hcwever, in the use of DDT we were confronted with the 
probldns of animal's adaptation to poison and the side effect of contamina- 
tion of the nutrition chain. Learning, thus, is a very complex process of 
trial and error, including many strategies for minimizing errors and risks by 
anticipation, assessment, simulations, and testing. All these efforts t~c can 
define as control. Iil sociological terms, Burns has transformed this complex 
process of learning how to control our circumstances into a social process of 
developing strategies to make our "world" sure; thus, he writes Social action 
means the attempt to control other's actions by interpreting for them the si- 
tuation and R O - ~ S  according to which they act. 

It is 
And 

In com- 

A good example is the case of DDT. 

IKOEI thz point of view of the actors, all social action may be assessed 
i3 comparative terms of success and failure; the succcss of an act is 
equivalent to the extent to which the action of the next agent is con- 
trolled. (1952: 138-139) 

l?e have not only to control other actors, but also to control the conditions 
of acting and the effects of our actions on others, on our entire environment, 
and, finally, back on ourselves. The actions of control are expanded so that 
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one act of control may counterstrike another. 
the problem of learning as a depsnder,t variable of the network of all intended 
aims and all possible contra-intuitive effccts. 
short-run success (lib? DDT) can degenerate into a long-term failure (but not 
vice versa, unfortunately) , and every failure demonstrates our lack of knowl- 
edge about this nett7osk and, thus, the limits of evolution (or> in heretical 
words, the distance to go ber'ore becoming our own God). 

Ultimately, t7e have to discuss 

In such a context, every 

A disaster can now be redefined as the Lilanifested dominance of the un- 
intended over the intended. The level at which this dominance is defined as 
disastrous is basically an issue of social agreement. (Vestgate and O'Keefe 
137C). 

Another probleu is how to discover the potential of latent threats before 
striking into the ictended activities, or, in other words, how to identify 
the side-effects of mall's intended actions. 7ihe:e are a number of possible 
approaches to this problem, 
field of technolo=. The strategies of risk assessnent, technology assess- 
ment, computer sinulation, etc. (see Arnstein 1277) are all concerned with the 
problem of possi51e side-effects, described above. The strategies of assess- 
ment are disaster-prevention strategies, inteading to anticipate and mitigate 
possible unintended effects. 
assesscent a-e the result of an increasing amount of failures, not of the ef- 
forts of the socLology of disaster. That is to say, these improving strate- 
gies are induced by the unfortunate reality of failures, not by a widesproad 
understanding of the t7ay in which the potential dangers of a proposed course 
of action cas be eatbated. Therefore, the assessment stratezies being used 
today are derived fron the analysis of past disasters and accidents, and from 
the insight that ?very large-scale disaster is an economical disaster too. 
Consequently, it becones increasingly profitable to invest the money a disas- 
ter would possi'oly cost, in sophisticated prevention measurements. 3ut this 
sort of econmlcal Incluced prevention cannot solve the most frnportailt hanei- 
cap, i.e., the lac!: of general rules and principles about the cmerzency of 
failures. Starting with the occurrence of failures, or with the onset of di- 
sasters, it aoulcl be impossible to understan6 the creation of both and to be 
able to cope a2equately with the future. 
for a theory of disaster enables ne to do so. The definition of clisaster as 
a collision of the intend2d with the unintendac! offers a way of coping with 
the future, and 02 idenfifying the potential of the unintedd ber"ore its 
mani5estation as failure. 

The most interesting ones are to be found in the 

But we have to realize that the strategies of 

Ir, costrast, my basic framework 

With the help of ch2 basic frme~~ork presznted here, it might be possible 
to develop some studies for a better understandlng of the circunstances creat- 
Lng disasters and accidents, for a better disaster preparedness planning, and 
a more ezfectivc disaster prevention. 

In general, the sociology of disaster is occupied with the period after 
the onset of a3 "azerit" or an "event". 
Eocused on tnprovenents 02 che relief and rescue work. 3ut there still exists 
a lack 05 inprovenents in the field of social relief3 and in better explana- 
Zions of the causes of failures. Ther2fore, the sociology of disaster has not 

Consequently, most of the research is 



only to analyze problem of stress, organizations, groups, families, behavior, 
etc., but also of ideology, power and control. 3ut, first of all, it has to 
analyze the reasons for the breakdotin of the existing cultural protections, 
and to do research for better ones. 

Secondly, the sociology of disaster has to ask for possible cultural pro- 
tections, and the interests rejecting their establishment. 

Thirdly, the sociology of disaster has to ask for improvements of both 
aspects of cultural protection, that is , knowledge and technology. Knowledge , 
in the sense used here, means to know about the residuum of the un!cnown, the 
indefinite status of present natural laws, the uncertainty of human actions, 
and the permanent risk 05 being thrown back in evolution by collisions of the 
intended with the unintended. Disasters always represent failures of inten-, 
tion, and if people can come to know in :.Lore detsil how such failures occur, 
prevention might be possible. By regarding all disasters (and accidents as 
well) as the outcomes of the collision of the intended with the unintended, 
the origins of disasters must be sought: in the potential of all side-effects 
influencing the intended effects. The scale and growth of failures which 
nodcrn societies makc possible, demonstrate the lack of Lcnotilcdge about this 
counterstriking potential. %us, the occurrence of failures indicates that 
there has been a 5ai2ure of the rational mode or' thought and action, too. 
Consequently, the western node1 of rationality has to be reconsidered. 
tegration of another concept 05 disaster into our knowledge seems to be ne- 
cessary, as mil as sone modifications of the rational model. 
of western thinking "to do everything b e i q  possible to do" tends only toward 
a nevi Pandora's box, but not toward a widespread understanding and a wise 
control of the laws of nature and their proper use. So, my step toward a 
theory of disaster should enable to become more nodest in judging the capacity 
of our rationality. Thinking modestly, the redefinition of disaster prill 
teach us the liaits of our knowledge and rationality. 

An in- 

The hypertrophy 

In more practical terms, the redefinition of disaster as a manifest re- 
sult of a collialon o€ unrealized side-effects with human's intentions, may 
enable to become aciare of the permanent working relation of intended and un- 
intended factors. Thus, people sill become motivated to evaluate this rela- 
tion, instead of being condemned to waiting for ne17 onsets of collisions of 
30th sorts of factors. 3ecoming aware that all disasters are man nade, peo- 
ple's conscioumesses nay change. Then, the fatalistic point of view can be 
easily turned to a deniurgian one. 
terested inthedevelopment of effective and adequate cultural protections 
than in the ideological topics of a hypertrophic technology of the "Higher, 
Greater , Giggcr 

Finally, people would be much more in- 

To improve the cultural protections, two integrated strategies might be 
possible, a technological and a social one. The technological strategy is 
already well known. It is to construct safer builditAgs, better levees, bet- 
ter designed machines; it m a n s  to install early warning and surveillance sys- 
tens, to imp~ove the preparedness planning and the training or' the people, 
and it means to implement sophisticated assessments on every level of action. 
Xealistically, everybody know about the costs of these tmprovesnents, and the 
interests fighting against then. Thus, many of the existing improvements are 
only not installed yet, but also many of the possible ones are unlikely to be 
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implemented. 
ures are much higher than most of the preventtve measurements. Therefore, 
during a period of change, compensation trould be necessary to ninimize the 
Lack of cultural protections people are exposed to while living in threatened 
areas. With the help of the concept of vulnerability (Gabor 19GO; Pelanda 
1921) the necessary compensation can be evaluated. Moreover, the compensation 
payments. may induce a narlcet for safety rneasurenents, which people will want 
after learning about the vulnerability of their livelihood. Finally, the 
people's concern tiould force the process of improvement and destroy the com- 
plicity with sed-deital explanations 05 failures. Perhaps, this night be 
a v7ay to overcome the philosophical leck of modernization. 

Yet, it is known that the social costs of losses caused by fail- 
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